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Books To Read: Best Graphic Novels

Anne Opotowsky:
The Walled City Trilogy

Buried today beneath a park in Hong Kong sleeps Kowloon Walled City, once home to
the poor, the criminal, the innocent and the secretive, no bigger than a few city blocks
and flourishing outside all conventions and laws. For the Emmy Award-winning
American writer of books, films and documentaries, Anne Opotowsky, the vanished
Walled City struck deep emotional chords. “It created incredible echoes in all I knew
about human history. I see The Walled City in Imperialism, Orientalism, in Iraq and
Afghanistan, in Africa, the American South and American West. The city, with its story,
its people, their need to find a place, which though utterly anarchic, was home, became
a powerful muse.”
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Hong Kong itself was another inspiration which seduced the widely-travelled
Opotowsky. “This was where British Imperialism acted as the catalyst for two wholly
different worlds to meet, and the West could unravel their proper exteriors, while the
East could be the temptress.” Opotowsky jumped at the chance to explore the medium
of comics to develop her fascinations into three audacious historical reveries. The
Walled City Trilogy follows three best friends, all Chinese bred in Hong Kong, whose
fates are intertwined with that of the city, as they become a revolutionary, a formidable
member of the establishment and a powerful member of the Triads, Hong Kong’s mafia.
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In the first volume set during the Twenties, His Dream of the Skyland, an eager lad
named Song Lu strives towards adulthood, tasting freedom, sex and opportunity. While
his post office job delivering dead letters sends him on his bike into the Walled City’s
labyrinth of mysteries and intrigues, life for his family and friends only gets more
complicated. “I wanted to tell a story that was free of Western Orientalism, of accepted
views on how things happened, and who did what and why. In flipping history on its
ear, I also wanted to have the freedom to write about people whose lives were just as
beautiful and yet were not often told. So it was a blank canvas: I could write tales that
were unknown to the characters, the storyteller and to the listener.”
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As demonstrated in the new tangential Strip specially commissioned by ArtReview
magazine, ‘Song’s Dreams’ (scroll down and read below), Skyland illustrator Aya
Morton‘s sinuous, calligraphic brushlines and luminescent washes of colour sweep up
the reader in the heady fervour of the place and period. Her frameless, soft-edged
panels melt their boundaries, and her idiosyncratic and sometimes vertiginous shifts in
perspective mean that no building or wall can contain or confine our vision. Ravishing
and remarkable, Opotowsky and Morton’s 300-page volume has recently been
released in Europe by Australian publishers Gestalt.
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The second book in the trilogy, Nocturne, follows from Gestalt this summer, even longer at 450
pages drawn by Angie Hoffmeister (above), with a third volume underway with yet another
illustrator. Opotowsky remains a writer fascinated by the effects and meanings of walls. “They
are so prismatic and say so much about who we are as people, about when, why and who we
wall off and how this affects those within walls and outside them. For some they isolate, for
others they protect and create the freedom to be someone or something wholly new.”
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‘Song’s Dreams’ for ArtReview Magazine
For me to write this intro and profile, Anne Opotowsky generously answered my
enquiries about her multiple influences at greater length:
I’m sort of a glutton on the inspiration issue. I search for it constantly. So, in general, when I start to
build a narrative, move toward a story – it’s sort of some strange, perfect storm inside my head.
Meaning several influences happen at once, and which then fuse together in some Tesla-like
experiment, such that I see it, sort of like landscape I guess, unfolding before me. I like stories that are
multi-layered and which have multiple echoes. In this case, it was the Walled City itself, which struck
deep emotional chords and created incredible echoes in all I knew about human history. I see The
Walled City in Imperialism. I see it in Orientalism. I see it in Iraq and Afghanistan, in Africa, in the
American South and American West. The city and its story, its people, the need to find a place, that
while utterly anarchic, was home, was a powerful muse.
On the flip side, in every story of power I have ever read, everything from Orwell’s Shooting an
Elephant, to Forster’s A Passage to India, and very definitely Rudyard Kipling (you choose,
everything he wrote is still with me), they all explore people who go into a world believing their own,
often very oppressive constructs will rule the day, and each time they try and understand something in
their new world, it changes on them and takes new shape. Specifically the Marabar Caves in a Passage
were a huge inspiration. Caves which confound their visitors, dark mysteries which reveal inner
secrets and desires. Way cool for me. Walls also acted as inspiration. They are so prismatic and say so
much about who we are as people. When we wall off, who we wall off, why. Also how it affects those
within walls (and those outside). It protects some. It creates the freedom to be someone or something
wholly new for others. It isolates. It marries. Fascinating invention, walls.
I also was inspired by Hong Kong itself, that is, where East met West. The idea of how Imperialism
acted as the catalyst for two wholly different worlds to meet. That’s sort of what the cover of Book
One is about (above). It’s inspired by an amateur photo of this Vogue fashion shoot that took place on
the Pottinger Street steps in Hong Kong. This alabaster swan of a model posed in some high-end
couture wear, and surrounding her were the locals of Hong Kong, hanging off flagpoles and standing
on each others shoulders to catch a glimpse of her. It was her porcelain skin against the deep greengreys of rainy, tropical Hong Kong – that strange lock and key between cultures that fascinated me.
Hong Kong – not as much now but for much of its past, when laissez faire permeated daily life – was
this seductive place where the West could unravel their proper exteriors, and where East could be the
temptress. This also allowed me to ask questions about power: whether conquerors really have the
power we assume. I had an old friend tell me I’m a revolutionary. That may be true.
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Visually, I was wildly inspired by Hong Kong’s beauty. And the place is a physical evocation of what
I said earlier, this mix of delicious, tropical exotica, where vines, fronds, tendrils overrun the stately,
proper British architecture. We have an enviable photo archive at this stage, photos that range from the
earliest chronicles of Hong Kong in the late 19th century, to the modern era, where Hong Kong
became the steely towers it is now – and the Walled City of Kowloon became at first a relic, and then
extinct. (There is a small museum adjacent to the Walled City site, but the land the city sat on, it is
now a park with a basketball court). Anyway, the photos we culled of Chinese people, who remained
wholly connected to their culture in look and feel, also intrigued me. There were those who become
“British” in all ways. There were Eurasians, maybe the most poignant, and the inspiration for the most
enigmatic character in the three books. Book Two begins when a small Eurasian child, on the docks of
Calcutta, who has lost sight of his father, is taken by a couple bound for Hong Kong, because the
dockmaster is annoyed by the boy’s cries. Beyond that, how the two cultures portrayed themselves to
each other, in ads, movies, messages that went back and forth.
I am also always inspired by the potential for great collaboration, and there, I was fulfilled, in my
work with Aya Morton and Angie Hofmeister (below). I will soon begin work on Book 3 with a third
illustrator.
Last, I have really deep feelings about how
stories have been crafted, saved, told. I am
only interested in writing about the events in
a human’s life that s/he doesn’t understand,
not the things s/he does. So I wanted to tell a
story that was free of Western Orientalism
first of all, of accepted views on how things
happened, and who did what and why. I
wanted also, in flipping history on its ear, to
have the freedom to write about people
whose lives were just as beautiful, and yet
were not often told. So it was a blank
canvas: I could write tales that were
unknown to the characters, the storyteller
and to the listener.

The trilogy takes place over the course of
fifty to sixty years, where the three main
characters, best friends, all Chinese-bred in
Hong Kong, find their fates intertwined with
that of the city. Over the course of the
trilogy, one becomes a great revolutionary.
One is a fallen star who becomes a powerful
lieutenant within the Triads, the famous
Hong Kong mafia that began, with complicit
approval of the British ruling government,
inside the Walled City. One begins as a rebellious rascal and thief and ends as a formidable member of
the establishment. So they climb walls, wall themselves off, wall others out. I wanted the people

in the trilogy to embody the place, and vice versa. I hope it does that […].
http://www.paulgravett.com/articles/article/anne_opotowsky_aya_morton
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Books To Read: Best Graphic Novels
Welcome back to my monthly analysis of the most interesting new publications coming into
shops and online starting from two months ahead. As eclectic as ever, February 2015’s PG
Tips range from reprints of comic books starring Black Americans and two British
adaptations of an adventure classic, to brand-new graphic novels by Andi Watson about a
delightful vampire chef with a sweet tooth and by sophisticated French auteur Annie
Goetzinger about the fashion legend of Dior. My pick of the bunch, though, is Nocturne
(wraparound cover above) by Anne Opotowsky and Angie Hoffmeister, the second in Anne’s
ambitious Walled City Trilogy after the first volume, His Dream Of Skyland. Published by
Australia’s Gestalt Comics, it’s a massive, mesmerising 456-page collaboration between an
American writer and German illustrator, set in the Hong Kong of the 1930’s (exclusive
sample spreads below). You can’t get much more transnational than that. Join me as we
explore today’s global comics medium at its finest!
http://www.paulgravett.com/articles/article/books_to_read_best_graphic_novels7
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Books
A City Full Of Contradictions, And A Trilogy To Match In
'Nocturne' by Etelka Lehoczky
April 26, 2015 7:03 AM ET

Nocturne
The Walled City Trilogy, vol.2
by Anne Opotowsky and
Angie Hoffmeister
Hardcover, 456 pages

What could be more seductive to the imagination than the Walled City? A 6.9-acre
patch of Hong Kong's Kowloon peninsula, it was a discrete, warrenlike enclave, full of
twisting passageways and tiny rooms, that grew up around an old military base and
flourished throughout the 20th century. Though it was riddled with crime and had no
reliable public utilities, it housed tens of thousands of people at its height. It was finally
demolished in 1994.
Life in the Walled City was challenging to say the least, and pictures from its final
decades are anything but romantic. Anne Opotowsky looks to a different time in
Nocturne, the second volume of her lavish three-part graphic novel about the City.
(Though the first book, His Dream of the Skyland, is well worth checking out, it's not
necessary to read it first.) Set in the 1920s and '30s, Nocturne is like the City itself,
vibrant and contradictory. In these pages, steep little streets are navigated via rickshaw.
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Cramped rooms for home and work are jammed together chaotically (the very essence
of mixed-use development, surely, is a fortune teller's apartment that's next door to a
brothel and across from a fish seller). Reading Nocturne, you can practically feel and
smell the air, humid and fuggy with inharmonious odors.
With its effusive, occasionally cloying nostalgia for a bygone Hong Kong, Nocturne
exhibits both the delights and the dangers that crop up when Western eyes turn toward
Asia. Even as it does, it offers much to the reader: Dozens of characters interact
seamlessly throughout these pages. The overarching plot hardly seems to advance, but
that's not really what matters. Will the impoverished fortune teller Mrs. Lu give in to the
crime boss who's courting her? Will Benjamin, the orphan from Calcutta, figure out
who his father is? And will the Walled City's canny denizens ever succeed in their
schemes to illicitly pipe in clean water?
Opotowsky has worked in film and TV, and it shows here: She's deft at sketching
memorable characters in just a couple of pages. She also evokes the rhythms of Chinese
speech without aping it, a striking achievement. But, just like she's got a bit too much of
the Westerner's affection for Old Hong Kong, she's a little too much in love with the
trope of the dream-narrative. Where this city should bustle, it drifts.
The occasional irruption of some bona fide, sassy wordplay feels like a palm slapping a
sleeper's cheek. "[Your son is] a mongrel, Mrs. Lu," says the witchy Mrs. Yan, a rival
fortune teller, sucking on her cigarette holder. "He belongs in a frying pan." Elsewhere,
Xi the acrobat sends an anonymous letter to the girl he loves. "You disturb my soul," he
writes. "I run from one thought to the next ... and when I return, there you are again."
Nocturne has a plot — a few of them, actually — but the specifics tend to get lost as
Opotowsky meanders through place and character. It's a testament to her skill as a
storyteller that the narrative doesn't get completely bogged down, especially since
cryptic dialogue and awkward panel structure make it impossible to tell what's going on
at a couple of pivotal moments.
That's partly the fault of illustrator Angie Hoffmeister, a talented artist who was in way
too much of a hurry when she drew this book. Her evocative faces and elegant set
pieces shouldn't have to bear the burden of counterbalancing the messy drawings that
appear more and more as Nocturne advances.
And yet Hoffmeister's ad hoc style lends one powerful benefit to Nocturne. It imbues
each page with a sense of urgency that wakes up the story a bit and, more importantly,
feels true to the place. Hoffmeister doesn't fetishize all the little details that Westerners
like to drool over in Asian clothing and interiors. She has a lot in common with her
hand-to-mouth subjects — she's got to get it done and move on. The tension between
this style and Opotowsky's vision is the capping contradiction in a volume that's full of
them. Since it involves both East and West, that's only apropos.
Etelka Lehoczky has written about books for The New York Times, The Los Angeles
Times and Salon.com. She tweets at @EtelkaL.
http://www.npr.org/2015/04/26/394894947/a-city-full-of-contradictions-and-a-trilogy-to-match-innocturne
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Walled Trilogy, The – Book 1: His Dream
of the Skyland
Posted on February 22, 2012 by Andy Shaw

His Dream of the Skyland is the first volume in The Walled City Trilogy, and I’m
already desperate to read the books due to follow it.
It’s set in poverty-stricken Hong Kong, probably somewhere between World War I and
II. The story starts off gently, with a boy (Song Lu) trying to speed up his path into
adulthood by visiting a girl he knows in a neighbourhood brothel, before she starts her
regular day’s work. We get an immediate insight into Song’s character, as he fights to
reject the prostitute’s business-like advances in the hope that he can find a more
authentic, slower-paced experience. That he’s looking in the wrong place seems to pass
him by.
The scene is luxuriously illustrated and, while obviously adult in nature, is far from
gratuitous. It sets the tone for a sophisticated, emotional story, that peels back the
complex onion-skin layers of a boy on the cusp of becoming a man. As he enters the
harsh reality of a life of work, he still clings on to the naive belief that there’s kindness
and magic in the world, despite all the evidence to the contrary.
The Hong Kong he lives in is a dichotomy, with the rich British imperialist rulers
turning a blind eye to the abject poverty of their Chinese citizens. A free market of sorts
operates but it’s dominated by the red tape and corruption of the British Empire,
intertwined with the dubious business interests of the local criminal warlord. Those not
registered with the government live in the walled ghetto of Kowloon, an underclass of
citizens ignored by everyone except the gangs that prey on their weaknesses.
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Song gets a job with the post office and is set to work sorting through the undelivered
mail in the dead letter office. However, he soon takes it upon himself to investigate the
whereabouts of some of the addressees, and finds himself entering Kowloon, getting to
know its inhabitants and finding himself wrapped up in their injustices.
The book is a stunning piece of work. The story beautifully combines the wonder and
beauty of Song’s innocent outlook with the dark and brooding menace of a shadowy
criminal underworld. Juxtapositions are thrown up and the intrinsic unfairness of society
is explored, while the fragility of life is examined in shocking detail. There are so many
layers to the story it’s impossible to describe them. Suffice to say it has depth, lots of
drama, bucket-loads of charm, and comedy and tragedy in equal measure. His Dream of
the Skyland is a beautiful book that looks set to become a classic.

http://www.grovel.org.uk/the-walled-trilogy-1-his-dream-of-the-skyland/
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Walled Trilogy, The – Book 2: Nocturne
Posted on August 31, 2015 by Andy Shaw

The second book in The Walled City Trilogy is as fascinating as the first. It begins with
the English destroying a tree that is central to the walled city of Kowloon; an act that is
also a metaphor for the end of Kowloon’s time as a magical place in the eyes of main
protagonist Song. Where he used to see wonder and character, the ugliness of humanity
at its worst starts coming into focus. He sees through the glamorous surface of
organised crime and finds it festering beneath, the ruling British Empire preferring to
turn a blind eye to the lawlessness than attempt to control the ghetto’s uncontrollable
poor. Amongst the criminal warlords a power struggle is erupting, and the lucrative
business of child kidnap and trafficking continues apace.
While Song is the innocent protagonist
of the first book, he’s truly walking the
road to manhood in this volume, finding
his vocation, if not a perfect career path,
in the Dead Letter Office. It’s here that
he uncovers clues relating to the missing
children, which he uses to start
unravelling the evidence. The links he
uncovers to the criminal gangs mean his
investigations put him in significant
danger.
The plot is woven carefully and subtly. For the first few chapters I couldn’t help but
worry that the book was going to suffer from the classic milddle-of-trilogy problem,
where the book merely transitions from the beginning to the end, lacking the new of the
first.book.and.the.resolution..of..the..last.
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However, Nocturne soon reveals that this is not going to be the case: that it’s a journey
in its own right. It introduces new characters; it shifts the pace of the story into a far
darker place; and there’s an ebb and flow of story, that washes through the book and
leaves the landscape looking the same but subtly different from what came before.
Some of this comes from the use of a different artist, with each of the three volumes in
the trilogy set to be illustrated by different people. Here it’s the work of Angie
Hoffmeister, whose sharper, more defined style helps add to the atmosphere of Song’s
harder, more intense reality.
Anne Opotowsky is leading us towards a crescendo of some sort with this story, and if
it’s anything as good as the first two books it will be well worth waiting for. Having not
read the final book at the time of writing, it’s impossible to know for sure whether this
trilogy is going to achieve classic status, but I think it’s looking extremely likely.

Written by: Anne Opotowsky
Art by: Angie Hoffmeister
Publisher: Gestalt (through Turnaround
Publisher Services in the UK)
First published: 2014

http://www.grovel.org.uk/the-walled-trilogy-2-nocturne/
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REVIEWS
Opotowsky, Anne (text) & Aya Morton (illus.). His Dream of the Skyland. Bk. 1. Gestalt.
(Walled City Trilogy). Oct. 2012. 312p. ed. by Wolfgang Bylsma. ISBN 9780980782363.pap.
$31.95. F

Hong Kong 1925: Song Lu has a new job
in the dead letter office, which is just as
well since his hapless father is headed back
to prison for theft and his fortune-telling
mother can’t make the rent. Like a folktale
hero on a government-issued bicycle, Song
tries to solve puzzles and right wrongs.
The full-color art creates a rich and
mysterious world populated by sinister
gangsters, generous prostitutes, tragic
acrobats, and the curious inhabitants of the
walled city—people who don’t exist
because they have no papers. Images
appear nearly translucent, floating on the
pages as though painted on ceramics.

Aerial views and references to flight contrast the dream of flying with the harsh reality of
gravity—perhaps a metaphor for the diverging experience of the British and Chinese: glamour
and
games
for
the
one;
scraping
and
suffering
for
the
other.
Verdict This intriguing combination of historical fiction and modern folktale explores the
magic and corruption of colonial Hong Kong. Morton’s fluid art makes the story, eloquently
expressing this complex world. Roll on, volumes two and three. Nudity, sex, and mature
content limit the book to adult collections.—Julia Cox, Penticton P.L., BC
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REVIEWS
Opotowsky, Anne (text) & Angie Hoffmeister & others (illus.). Nocturne. Gestalt Comics,
dist. by Last Gasp. (Walled City Trilogy, Bk. 2). Jan. 2015. 456p. ISBN 9781922023452. pap.
$39. GRAPHIC NOVELS

Book 1, His Dream of the Skyland (LJ
Xpress Reviews, 8/3/12), introduced young
Hong Kong postal worker Lu Song plus
the colorful habitués of a romanticized
version of Kowloon’s Walled City, circa
1925. While continuing the narrative of the
first volume, Nocturne can stand alone as a
tale of corruption, murder, and desire.
Gradually, as in a brilliant mosaic coming
into focus, we see details of the child
trafficking ring. Song and the locals,
including a cheeky crime lord, manage to
piece together clues and pin guilt on one of
the major profiteers. Meanwhile, everyone
struggles to survive—and, heartbreakingly,
find love—under mercurial British rule.
Writer/filmmaker Opotowsky effortlessly weaves over 20 complex characters together, while
Düsseldorf illustrator Hoffmeister’s limpid gray wash–and–ink drawings render the cityscapes
and people with dreamy, affectionate realism, highlighted in misty color. Breathtaking aerial
views feature the hijinks of two clever acrobats who work clotheslines and trees like circus
high wires to perform and assist the sleuths. VERDICT This beautiful and tragic saga is a
feast for the eyes and intellect. Good for academic collections, ethnic/historical studies, and
where literary graphic novels are popular. Nudity, sex, and mature content.—M.C.
http://reviews.libraryjournal.com/2015/01/books/graphic-novels/brabnerzingarelli-dingleopotowskyhoffmeister-simonkirby-others-graphic-novels-reviews-january-2015/

You can also find The World City Trilogy on FB: https://www.facebook.com/walledcitytrilogy
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